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Ricardo congratulates cities of Aarhus
and Odder on new light rail connection
Second phase of Aarhus’ light rail system opens Saturday
August 25th – a project supported by Ricardo Certification
Phase 2 of the Aarhus system – which initially opened in late 2017 – extends the
network to the city of Odder, increasing the total length from 12 km to 42 km. The
new route takes advantage of a previously closed line main line, which has been
adapted to carry a mix of light rail and ‘Tram Trains’ – bi-mode rolling stock that
can operate partly as a train with higher speeds and automotive train protection,
as well as by manual operation at street level alongside road traffic. Up to 12
trains per hour will serve this busy central section.
Since 2012, Ricardo Certification has supported the project’s development since
2012 when we were appointed as the Independent Safety Assessor, assessing
this very important transport infrastructure project. Phase 1 of the system was
opened in December 2017 and consists of 12km of track through Aarhus’ city
centre.
The system has proven to be extremely popular – a result of its impressive
reliability performance, with its first six months showing 99% of services ran and
completed their journeys on time. The network carried an average of 8400
passengers per day – an increase of 40 percent compared to the bus line that it
replaced.

“We are proud to be serving this important project for the mid-Jutland Region,”
commented Ricardo Certification business manager, Thomas Rasch. “Delivering
a seamless new transportation system that integrates new track with existing
lines, presents a range of challenges, and we were pleased to be able to fulfil the
crucial role of independent safety assessor. We look forward to providing
continuous support throughout the completion of the future phase3 of the new
Aarhus light rail network.”
Ends

NOTES TO EDITORS:
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering,
technology, project innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing
outstanding value through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low
emission, class-leading product innovation and robust strategic implementation. With a
century of delivering excellence and value through technology, our client list includes the
world's major transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain organizations,
energy companies, financial institutions and governments. Guided by our corporate values
of respect, integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our customers to
achieve sustainable growth and commercial success. Ricardo is listed in the FTSE4Good
Index, which identifies global companies that demonstrate strong environmental, social and
governance (ESG) practices. For more information, visit www.ricardo.com.

Ricardo Certification has origins in the rail sector, where it has performed independent
assessment roles on a range of high-profile projects. In Europe the company performs the
Notified Body role on the central section of London’s Crossrail and provides Assessment
Body services for the migration of Denmark’s national network to ERTMS operation and
control. In Asia the company has supported the introduction of new signalling products to
the market, including the first such technologies to be developed by domestic suppliers.

Ricardo Rail is the rail consultancy and assurance business of Ricardo. It provides expert
independent assurance and consultancy services to help clients navigate the industry’s
operational, commercial and regulatory demands. Ricardo Rail has an international reach
and presence through a network of 17 regional offices across Europe, Asia and the Middle
East, with a team of over 500 rail engineers and specialists. Further information is available
at http://rail.ricardo.com/.
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